BUENA VISTA ISD

GYMNASIUM REGULATIONS

1. Access to seating will be allowed only with ticket/wristband issued by BVISD.
2. Spectators must sit in the stands and keep off the rails.
3. Aisles should be kept clear at all times
4. Authorized personnel ONLY on the gym floor & team area before, during or after.

*UIL COVID regulations state, “All participants should maintain separation from non-participants and fans. Individuals not essential to the team or group should not be given access to contest areas, performance areas, courts, or fields at all before, during, or after contests and events.”*

5. Elementary student spectators(PK-6) must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
6. All spectators & personnel must check their temperature at the temperature kiosk upon entering the facility.
7. All spectators & personnel must self-screen for COVID symptoms.
8. All spectators & personnel must also answer No to having tested positive or having close contact in the past 14 days with someone who has tested.
9. All spectators & personnel must wear a face covering during the entire game.
10. SOUTH side of the gym is home seating and the NORTH side is visitor seating. Old gym seating on the south side only.
11. No re-entry to the gymnasium after a spectator exits the facility.
12. No outside balls, whistles, skateboards, etc.
13. No solicitation other than approved by BVISD.
14. No videotaping without authorization of both schools and staff.
15. All BVISD policies regarding banned substances such as tobacco, alcohol, and e-cigs will be strictly enforced.
16. All spectators must be appropriately clothed. Administrators reserve the right to eject anyone wearing offensive items.